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Maybe you're consumed with stress and tired, and also have put on a little fat. Steven Park
outlines a simple, rational explanation for what's causing you to sick, and guidance for
treatment options that address specific health problems. In this groundbreaking reserve, Dr. Or
possibly you snore such as a freight teach.Whatever narrows the throat and interrupts rest,
particularly breathing problems due to sleep position, illness, life adjustments, or your anatomy,
could be essential to understanding a host of common medical issues. Man or girl, you may be
fighting fluctuating hormone levels. Or you possess persistent pain you as well as your doctor
can't explain.
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Doctor's RX: Desire to FEEL MUCH BETTER? I am so extremely grateful for Dr. Amazing book.
Recreation area will sort out the issues of interrupted rest in a conversational method and after
he offers examined the relevant medical research. Dr. Recreation area writes in layman’s terms,
but the details he reveals is essential to all or any practicing doctors. If you have ANY medical
condition, there exists a good chance that it's related or fully caused by SDB, and that your
physician is unaware of SDB or upper airway resistance syndrome (UARS). It does not matter if
you acquired a negative or “normal” sleep research; there exists a good possibility you have SDB,
UARS, or even sleep apnea that's “missed” by the rest study. This book gives the evolution of
sleep disorders in humans, and details how SDB causes many medical conditions; it also
discusses sensible treatment options. Dr. No doctors have ever suggested a rest research but I
insisted using one. This book can make me an improved doctor- it is a must go through for
laymen and doctors alike ! Sleep Interrupted can be an eye-opening book, not merely for the
layman, but for the complete medical profession. If you have GERD. Very helpful in knowing
what questions to ask, getting queries answered and getting educated in even more things you
didn't know that you didn't understand. My dentist stated my grinding could reveal sleep apnea. .
Park's book. I watched him on youtube therefore i bought the book. I noticed myself in the
reserve in my own 20s and right now in my own 50s. I've experienced chronic insomnia all that
point. Park is dedicated to raising knowing of this ubiquitous problem that most doctors never
also consider in treating their patients. . Park shows the interrelationships between your results
of interrupted sleep and several resultant conditions in only 239 pages including the references
and index. UARS lies someplace in the middle. More information than I could have imagined.
Now I know what was incorrect with me those years. Must Read! Fantastic book! He's very
thorough in reviewing relevant research as he goes. Recreation area where I live! He completely
solved all of the health problems I have already been experiencing that my own doctors have
been overlooking for the last 5 years! All they do here is deal with symptoms with an Rx locally,
Dr. Park described why I have already been suffering each one of these years on just 2-3 hours
of sleep per evening that my doctors have been blowing off. This reserve helped me know very
well what direction to take, I finished up going around my doctors & performing an at-home
sleep research which I now am becoming treated for my previously undiagnosed sleep apnea
and slowly my additional medical issues are falling aside with finally getting sufficient sleep
again. Go through This Book As a practicing Internal Medication and Anti-Aging doctor, I cannot
begin to let you know how important this reserve is for everybody. Park’s research, case studies,
and sharing his understanding in this easy-to-read reserve. It has changed my life. Understand
Why your Sleep is Interrupted I am a dentist that treats sleep apnea. Three Stars Ok Book
Quality sleep this most significant nutrient.Airway. .reflux. . Sure enough I have severe anti
snoring. . . Quality sleep = quality Lifestyle. . So I Googled rest apnea to understand about it and
found Dr.read Sleep Interrupted. In case you have chronic sinus conditions.Strongly suggested!
.read Sleep Interrupted. Thank you Dr.GERD (and it's cousin/precursor LPRD) were explained in a
clean, concise manner.read Rest Interrupted. . It really is on display in my reception room. . .read
Rest Interrupted. . .and see your dentist, your ENT, and possibly a sleep doctor. I am so thrilled
that finally I may wake up one day and feel refreshed. If your teeth are toned, worn, and chipped.
.Mike Nelson, DDSRedding, CA This book may be the go-to book for anything about interrupted
sleep It seems like there's an explosion of people are getting treated for rest apena (OSA for
Obstructive ANTI SNORING). Apnea means a short while whenever a person stops breathing. It
is almost always measured as an interval of at least 10 seconds of not really breathing repeated
so many times an hour. It seems like many people I know are getting diagnosed with OSA. Dr.



There isn't a specialty in medicine that would not benefit from the information in this book
because sleep-disordered breathing (SDB) can cause virtually any medical problem.OSA was
first described in 1960. Upper Airway Resistance Syndrome (UARS) was first described in the
early 1990's by way of a doctor at Stanford University. This explains why these conditions seem
to be popping up everywhere - not really because they were not really existent - but because
that they had not really been identified any earlier as a condition. OSA 's been around a while
longer therefore sometimes people don't realize that there is a continuum of conditions
between good sleep and OSA. Dr. Dr. I acquired a CPAP and I am a new person. Previously,
doctors were diagnosing the resultant conditions not really realizing their causes. A review of
his chapter titles reveals some of the resultant circumstances of interrupted sleep: stress,
chronic sinusitis and various other ear, nasal area and throat conditions, anxiety attacks,
depression, & anxiousness, hot flashes, evening sweats, sleep position, fat gain, cold hands,
heart disease, some types of cancer, and so forth. This is not amazing as obtaining oxygen to
your body and its own organs is a principal thing.Dr. Recreation area, an ear, nasal area, and
throat doctor, speaks in a conversational method, relating things the way he discovered the
links himself through knowledge with his family and his sufferers. I wish I could find such an
educated and passionate-about-helping-his-individuals doctor like Dr. The structure of the
reserve is founded on a diagram of interrelationships (page 8 and 40) that are caused by
interrupted sleep. Excellent Exceptional If the reader has read the reviews here in Amazon on
this book, you know that doctors are recommending the reserve. Dr Park undergoes so a lot of
disordered sleeping in this book - It isn't just sleep apnea that bedevils us non-sleepers, and
Park helps to make some type of dense of it all. My cardiologist explained that he understood it
was a good book as much of his patients got talked with him about the publication. Full
Coverage of Sleep Disorders A good read if you don't wake up refreshed. I have never slept well,
lately got the Sleep Study to recognize Sleep Disordered Breathing.I have purchased over 30
copies of Sleep Interrupted. I just gave the reserve to two of my doctors and talked about it with
my dental practitioner.After reading the first 9 pages We felt like shooting fireworks into the
sky!In case you have restless rest. A must read Very Pleased! Park, thank you for writing this
reserve therefore a lay person can understand. Park This book literally saved my entire life. One
Star Repetitive and appeared to be touting sleep as a panacea.The book can be an eye-opener.
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